**Website Scavenger Hunt**

**Directions:** Please go to [sites.google.com/a/montville.net/polgarstudentwork](sites.google.com/a/montville.net/polgarstudentwork) (or simply Google “polgarstudentwork”) to access the site. Bookmark the site for future reference. Navigate through the site and answer the following questions.

1. How many chapters are in your textbook? _____
   (do not include Chapter 0 in your calculation)

2. How many chapters will we attempt to cover this year? _____
   (include Chapter 0 in your calculation)

3. What are the two locations that you can find Problem Set 17?

4. Where is the syllabus located? ____________________________

5. What is the title of Chapter 2? ____________________________

6. In what unit is Chapter 36? ______

7. In what Chapter and which unit will we have the **Shuffleboard Lab**? ____________ ____________

8. Describe the picture on page 313 of your textbook.

9. Name and copy the last equation covered in Chapter 5.

10. Where can you find a list of **all** files uploaded on polgarstudentwork? ____________________________

11. What do the colors of the problems at end of chapters indicate?
   - Black ______________________________________
   - Blue ______________________________________
   - Yellow ____________________________________

12. Where are the answers to odd numbered problems? ____________

13. Is **Graphing Motion2** a worksheet, lab, project, or something else? (circle one)

14. Where can you find times for Extra Help? ____________

15. Can you leave anonymous feedback? How?

______________________________ _________________ _________________ _________________ _________________